
ON THE UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF THE DEVELOPMENTS IN

BESSEL FUNCTIONS*

BY

CHARLES N. MOORE

In many problems of mathematical physics we are led to the question of

whether or not it is possible to represent an arbitrary function by a series of

the form

(1) A[J,(\x) + A'tJy(\x)+.-.,

where the A"s are constants, Jv(x) represents a Bessel function of order v, and

the X's are the roots of the equation

(2) i\j:(\) + hjy(\)=o,

in which h and I are any constants not both zero.    In most cases we find that

we have a solution of our problem if the A"s can be so determined that :

(a) The series (1) converges uniformly to f{x) throughout any closed inter-

val lying in the interval 0 = x = 1 and not including a point of discontinuity of

f{x), or, in some instances, the origin or the point x = 1, and

(b) The sum of the first n terms of the series remains finite for all values of

n and all values of x lying in the interval 0 = x = 1.

The ordinary formal method of determining the coefficients of an expansion

of an arbitrary function in terms of normal functions, gives us the following

value for A'n

\  xf(x)Jv(\x)dx

(3) ¿:-^i-—,
I x[Jv{\x)Ydx

where \ is the rath positive root of equation (2).    This determination of the

A"a is found on investigation to give the desired expansion of f(x) except in

the case

(4) lv + h^0,

when an extra term is required in order that the series may have the proper

value.

* Presented to the Society, October 30, 1909 and February 25, 1911.
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That the case in which (4) is satisfied is really not an exceptional case at all,

but only seems so on account of the notation employed, has been pointed out in a

previous paper by the writer.* Moreover, as was also brought out in the previous

paper, the appearance of an exceptional case can be avoided by introducing the

notation

(5) F.(X, .) - (l)'±^-^?- , 1 ,r(ta)i

and considering the series

fxf(x)F,(\,x)dx      .
(6) llFAK^Y-^-= I^^(\.4

y  x[Fy(\n,x)Ydx     "=1

where the \'s are the successive roots, positive or zero, of the equation

(7) [líF*(X' x) + hF^X' x)]i_i = °'t

arranged in increasing order of magnitude. This series is identical with the

series (1) where the X's are the successive positive roots of (2), except in the case

where (4) is satisfied, and in that case only differs from it by having an extra

term at the beginning. This extra term is finite and continuous, and hence

in all questions involving merely convergence or the remaining finite of the

sum of n terms of the series, we may deal with series (1), and it is only neces-

sary to consider series (6) when we come to the question of the value of the

development.

It has been shown by several writers J that the series (6) will, under very

broad restrictions upon f(x), converge uniformly to f(x) throughout any

closed interval, lying in the interval 0<a;<;l and not including a point of

discontinuity of f{x). The question of whether or not, under certain restric-

tions upon f(x), the series (6) will converge to /"(O) at the origin, § and will

converge uniformly to f(x) in an interval including the origin and in an inter-

*Cf. these Transactions, vol. 10 (1909), p. 420. That the exceptional case was such only

on account of the notation employed, and that it would cease to be exceptional if we adopted the

proper notation, was pointed out to me by Professor Bôchkr, to whose valuable suggestions I.

owe many ideas that have been of great use in this as well as in the preceding investigation.

t The positive roots of this equation are obviously identical with the positive roots of equa-

tion (2).

{Cf. Dini, Serie di Fourier (Pisa, 1880), pp. 246-269; Kneseb, Mathematische An-

nalen, vol. 63 (1906-07), p. 505; Hobson, Proceedings of the London Mathemati-

cal Society, ser. 2, vol. 7 (1909), p. 359.

§ It is only in the case v — 0 that this question is anything but a trivial one, since for v > 0

every term of the series vanishes when x = 0 and the value of the series is obviously zero for this

value of x.
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val including the point x = 1 has not been settled in the papers referred to ;

neither has it been shown that, under suitable restrictions upon f(x), the sum

of n terms of the series will remain finite for all values of ra and all values of x

in the interval 0 = x = 1. Hilbert has shown * for the particular case where

i>=0 and the I of equation (7) is zero that if f{x) vanishes for x = 1 and

satisfies the rather stringent conditions of being continuous, together with its

first and second derivatives, throughout the interval 0 Si x = 1, the series (6)

will converge uniformly to/'(a;) throughout the interval 0=ï = 1.

For most of the applications to mathematical physics it is essential to know

something about the behavior of the series (6) in the neighborhood of the origin,

of the point x = 1, and of points of discontinuity of _/(x), when such exist, in

order to be sure that we really have a solution of the physical problem we are

discussing. In the majority of these cases, conditions like Hilbeet's are too

binding, and it is necessary to remove the restriction that the function should

have no discontinuity; it is also necessary, even in the particular case that

Hilbert treats, to determine the behavior of the series in the neighborhood of

the point x = 1 when f ( 1 ) =j= 0.

The object of the present paper is to show that in case f(x) is made up of a

number of pieces in each of which f(x) and its derivative ./"(a;) are continuous,

while f"(x) exists, and is finite and integrable, the series (6) will possess the

desired properties. These conditions on f(x) are usually met with in the appli-

cations ; in a later paper the writer proposes to discuss the uniform summability

of the series in the neighborhood of x = 0 and x = 1, thus showing the existence

of a solution of the physical problem under extremely broad conditions, f

Lemma 1. If in the interval 0=z = l, the function f{x) is continuous,

save at a finite number of points at which it has a finite jump, if in each inter-

val of continuity it has a first derivative that is continuous, save at a finite

number of points at which it has a finite jump, and if finally in each interval

of continuity of the first derivative the function has a second derivative that is

finite and integrable, the coefficient A 'n of the general term of the series (1) may

be xoritten in the form

cos    ( raTT + a ) cm- — tt

V M -1=-_-J
m=i yn

(8) r 2v+ 3   1
cos   ( nir + q) - - tt

+ MfmA-^L_J+ÏEW+V
_    _ r n

*Göttinger Nachrichten (1904), Grundzüge einer allgemeinen Theorie der linearen Inte-

gralgleichungen (Zweite Mitteilung), p. 229. Previously Kneske had discussed a special case

slightly different from the one treated by Hilbert, using similar restrictions upon /(x).

(Cf. Archiv der Mathematik und Physik, 3rd ser., vol. 7 (1904), pp. 123-133.)

t Cf. the introduction to the paper in these Transactions referred to above.
Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 13
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where the M's and IT are constants, the c'a are the points of discontinuity of

f(x), and rn is the general term of an absolutely convergent series.

We have *

(9) r»K(\»)]^-#+*4H
where A is a constant, and -^r, (Xn) is used to represent any function of\ that

remains finite when \ increases indefinitely. Hence it follows from (3) that

if we subtract from A'n the term

2X   r1
(10) -^y xf{x)Jy{\x)dx,

we shall have left the term

— 2<Jr,(\ )  /*'

Jïx       Jo */(*)^(\*)¿*
(11) *   *   . +Á\) '

2X  "1"     X2
n m

We will show first that (11) is the general term of an absolutely convergent

series. Then, that by subtracting from (10) quantities that are the general

terms of absolutely convergent series, we can reduce it to the sum of the first

three terms in (8).    Our lemma will thus be established.

Let us use <f>m(x) to represent a function that is continuous in the interval

0 = x = cm+1, that has in this interval a first derivative that is continuous, save

at a finite number of points at which it has a finite jump, and a second deriva-

tive that is finite and integrable, and furthermore is such that

(12) <t>m(x)=Ax) (*«S*S<Wi;* = 0,l,2,—,k),

where for the sake of uniformity we have set

co = °> «Wl»1'
Then we may write

xf(x)Jr(Xnx)dx = Y.   I      x4>m(x)J„(\x)dx
m=0 «/0

-Z   I    ^<i>m{x)Jv{\x)dx.

But if c is a constant lying in the interval 0 < x < 1, and <f>(x) is a function

that is continuous in the interval 0 = x = c and has a first derivative that is

continuous in this interval save at a finite number of points, we have,f if we

set X x = y and integrate by parts,

*Cf. equation (46) o; the writer's article in these Transactions, just referred to.

fCf. Bybbly, An Elementary Treatise on Fourier's Series, etc., p. 223, formula (4).
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(14)

£ xt(x)J„{\x)dx=± j^y^J^y^t^dy

n M «'O \      ft /

Moreover, we have from the asymptotic expansion* of Jr+l(x)

(16)
jr(\x)

where we use ^(x) to represent any function of x that is continuous for all

values of x > 0, remains finite for all such values of x, and approaches a

finite limit when x approaches zero.

From (14) and (15) we have

(16) I f x<f>{x)J,(\x)dx <5,
l«/o „

where Kx is a positive constant.    Combining (16) and (13), we obtain

(17) |jV(*K(\*)<fc¡<§'

where Kt is a positive constant.    But for values of n so great that

+.(\)
<

4X'

the quantity (11) is less in absolute value than

íl*^.|jf*.)JÍ(A.>*
*Cf. Lipschitz, Crelle's Journal, vol. 56 {1859), pp. 193-196.
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and hence, in view of (17), is less in absolute value than JT3/\l, where K^ is a

positive constant.    Consequently, since a positive constant C exists such that *

(18) X„>(7n,

it follows that (11) is the general term of an absolutely convergent series.

It remains to consider the term (10) which was subtracted from A'n to pro-

duce (11). We must first, however, discuss the last two terms on the right

hand side of equation (14).

The asymptotic expansion of t/„+1(x) gives

Substituting this value in the integral of the third term on the right hand side

of (14), we obtain

I   x<f>'(x)Jv+1(\x)dx = ---— I   \/xd>'(x)cos(\x — a)dx

(20)   *° VX"   °

♦ajT^iW)*
where for simplicity we have used A and a in place of V2fir and (2i/-f 3)7r/4.

If 4>(x) is a function whose first derivative is continuous in the interval

0 = x = c, except at a finite number of points at which it has a finite jump, and

whose second derivative is finite and integrable there, we have from an integra-

tion by parts

/Jo
\/x(f)\x) cos(Xnx — a)dx=— ^ [^/ä.(£'(&. — 0) sin (\k. — a)

V «

(21) - j/^-.f^.,+ 0) sin(X,¿.^-a)]

l pr  _ 4>'(x)~\
~x I  \v/x<f>"(x)+ „ /-   sm (Kx — a)dx»

where &,, &2, • • •, \ are the points of discontinuity of <j>'(x), and for the sake

of uniformity we have set

¿o = 0,        ¿r+1 = c.

Combining (20) and (21), we have

(22) £x$\x)J„+l(\x)dx = "N^.

If we set

(23) ,(,)_íití=ííü,

*Cf. equation (23) of the writer's article in these Transactions, referred to above.
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we obtain for the integral in the second term on the right hand side of (14)

(24)    fV,+1(X„aO*(9J)<fo_*(0) r«/r+1(X,a)<fe+ f'xF(x)Jy+l(\x)dx.
t/0 t/0 «/o

If we substitute in the second term on the right hand side of (24) the value of

J,+A\x) siven by (19)'we gefc

|  xF(x)Jv+l(\x)dx = —= I  Vxeos(\x —a)F(x)dx
(25\       Jo V'\Jo

where again, for the sake of simplicity, we have introduced A and a in place of

-V2/7T and (2v + 3)tt/4. By means of an integration by parts, the integral in

the first term on the right hand side of (25) reduces to the form

(26) 8"(v~a)^(<o-r rr^o+^i*^«-«)*-
\i \Jo  L 2\x J

Substituting this expression in (25), we obtain for the second term on the right

hand side of (24)

(27) £xF{x)Jv+l{Xnx)dx = ^à.

If we set \x = y, we get for the integral in the first term on the right hand

side of (24)

(28) f°J„+1(\x)dx = -£  J„+1(y)dy,

where the integral on the right hand side may be written

(29) f  Jv+l(y)dy- f/r+l(y)dyy
Jo Jck.

since these integrals converge.

Making use of (19), we obtain for the second term in (29)

Jck Jck,      vy "Jck   y

where this reduction is legitimate since the two integrals on the right hand side

of (30) both converge.    For the second of these integrals we have

(su i r*{y)-du <Nrd^=~
(31) \L * y    Lv* c*m'
where N'\s a positive constant.    For the first integral on the right hand side of

(30) we have from an integration by parts
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(32)  r™{y-«)dy=\*Mi^)T    * r«^j^.*í£>.
«/o.      vy L      Vy     J«*.    ¿Jck.       tr Kl

Combining (31) and (32) with (30), we obtain

(33) rJ,+l(y)dy = ^^-
■/«A.

Substituting (33) in (29), and remembering that (29) is only another way óf

writing the integral on the right hand side of (28), we get

(34) £ J^(\«)* -^ + *j^.

where for the sake of simplicity we have used K' in place of the first term

in (29).

Combining (24), (27), and (34), we obtain

From (14), (22), and (35), we get

(36) jfo(.WK.)». *wy«o+--gp+tgj.
Finally from (13) and (36), we obtain

y«,».(«.)JrH,(«A) , ^/(°) , *,(\J

^ x +      x!      +    X!    'm=i

It follows from (37) that by subtracting from (10) a quantity that is the

general term of an absolutely convergent series, we may reduce it to the form

2 "*""* 2 m=,i vKf(G\
(38) -& Z c,-m*.(c»+iK+i(c«+i\.) --ni cJ>J?m)J*+Acm\) +     x      »

where we have replaced 2K'/A2 by K. If, now, we can show that by sub-

tracting from (38) a quantity that is the general term of an absolutely conver-

gent series we may reduce it to the sum of the first three terms in (8), our

lemma will be proved.

We have [loc. cit., equation (58)]

( (2v-|-3)7r\ T v        (2i/+3)7r1     -JrJX )
(39) cos (V- 4   '    ) = cos^mr + q)e - ^       \    }   J + ^\^ ■
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Combining (39) with (19) and (18), we obtain

(40)   i.A.)- ^-[<« +,,.-i*+!îî] + *£>.

But since [loc. cit. equation (57)]

(41) ^.«r + y + iiÖh),

we have by (18)

(42) L-    L.- *w-\_ti(ra)
l/XB      i/ii7T      v/Xnn7r(l/Xi| + l/nw) »*

Combining (40) and (42), we obtain

[2v+ 3   1
(nir+q)c--.— ir\       ,   ,   .'-     4   J + ̂ .

7TV/nc w*

It follows at once from (43) that by subtracting from (38) a quantity that is

the general term of an absolutely convergent series, we can reduce it to the sum

of the first three terms in (8).    Our lemma is therefore established.

Before beginning the proof of the next lemma, we shall state a few formulae

connected with Bessel functions, which will be useful in the course of that

proof.

We have [loc. cit. equation (58)]

*>(sc, X )
(44) cos(X|ta! —a) = co8(n7ra!-f gag —a) + '   *',

where Xn is the nth positive root of equation (2) and

(45) \yft(x,\)\<Kl (03S*21;«=1,9,3,..-),
Kx being a positive constant.

From the asymptotic expansion * we have

(46) Jy(\nx) = ^~cos{\x-?-)+T\xT,

where

(47) | +(*)!<*„     i+'Wkä; (x>o),

K2 and K.à being positive constants.

*Cf. Lipschitz, loo. oit. That the second inequality in (47) holds may be seen by differen-

tiating the expression of the form (47) for Jv ( x ) and comparing the result with the value of Jv ( x )

obtained by combining the equation

f„{x)=-Jy+l(x) + V-J„(x)

with the expression of the form (46) for J„ ( x ) and the expression of the form (19) for Jv+i (x ).
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Lemma 2.    The quantity

T /                       2i> + 3    "I
cosl   (raTT + q)c-^— tt I Jv(\x)

(48) Vn

where c is any positive constant =1, is the general term of a series that is

uniformly convergent in any interval

(49) 0SixSia;0<c.

The quantity (48) may be written in the form

(2v -f 3    \ cosra7rct/(X x)
gc--.— tt I-,_

,   ( 2v -f 3    \ sin ntrc J„(X x\
-sinl?c-ï—j-^TT^1

and hence if we can show that each of the quantities

cos mrcJv{\x) sin ntrc Jv{\nx)

(51) Vn Vn

is the general term of a series that is uniformly convergent in the interval (49),

our lemma will be proved.

Let us consider the series whose general term is the first expression in (51) ;

the proof for the series whose general term is the second expression in (51) is

entirely analogous. Since 0 < c < 2, the series that we are discussing converges

for x = 0 ;* it remains to be shown that it converges uniformly in the interval

0 <ccSx0<c.

Given h, positive and arbitrarily small, let us choose m such that f

(52)
n=q  sin

COSy> cos (?»re)

n=P      Vn

8 (c-x0^z^c + x0\
<v =

(53) 5à<'' <I>*S«>.
where

(541    C      A(K + ^ 2iN^CK3h + 2K2N) + QK^

the symbols A, C, Kx, K%, Kz representing the same quantities as in equations

* For i>> 0 all the terms of the series are zero, and its convergence is obvious ; for v = 0, cf.

Schlömilch, Algebraische Analysis, 3d ed., 1862, §31, also Bûcher, Annals of Mathe-

matics, ser. 2, vol. 7 (1906), pp. 109-111.

t That the inequality (52) holds for sufficiently large values of ?» is evident from a reference

to page 111 of the article by Bûcher, quoted in the previous footnote.
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(46), (18), (45), and (47); k is the smallest positive root of <f'y(x) = 0, and

iV is a positive constant such that *

(55) XB<JVra.

Let s be the greatest integer such that X#x < k, and fi and v any two integers

such that

m = /i, = v.

Three cases must be considered :

(A)    li^s<v,        (B)    vSs,        (C)    /*>«.

Beginning with (-4), we write

(56) E W^M.£ + 2 = Ä, + *,.
n=n V ra n=íjt        n=i+l

From (52) and a lemma due to Abel, f we have

(57) \Iii\<v (o<i<Io)
For i?2 we have from (46) J

(58) R _ 1^cosra7rccos(Xna!-a)     ^ cos n7rcVr(Xnx)

»+i |/raXnx >+i       i/raX'x3

The general term of the first series on the right hand side of (58) may, in view

of (44), be written in the form

cos nirc cos ( ivrrx + qx — a )     cos nirc yjr ( x, Xn )

yraXnas ra|/raXnx

From (45), (53), and the fact that s was so chosen that X<+lx = k, we have for

the series whose general term is the second term in (59)

(60)
^i cosra7TC^(x, Xn) »=y    x        K

n=,+i ykni     y knVnX x
n

The first term in (59) reduces to the form

cos nirc cos rnrx cos nirc sin ra7rx   .
-=====- cos ( qx — a )-_- sin ( qx — a )

VnKnx Vn\nx

,„... cos ( ox — a ) T cos raw ( c + x ) + cos nir ( c — x ) 1

(61) =-S-[-^TraTx-^J

sin ( qx — a ) T sin nir ( c + x ) — sin nir ( c — x ) "I

_ 2 L TÑTx J'
* That such a positive constant existe, is easily inferred from equation (41).

t Cf. Tannery, Fonctions d'une variable, § 70.    Abel's lemma applies by virtue of the faot

that J„ ( X„x ) steadily decreases or steadily increases with increasing n as long as n = s.

Î For the sake of convenience in writing we have replaced ( 2v -+- 1 )t/4 by o.
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But we have from (52)

cos «7t(c + *)

(62)
n=t+l Vn

^ sin rwr(c + a;)

n=i+l Vn

<V,

<V,

ÎS" cos nir ( c — x )

»=.+ i Vn

H=í sin íwt(c — x)

<V,

<V,
l n=.+i Vn

when x varies in the interval 0 < x = x0.    Hence, from the lemma of Abel

referred to above,

1
(63)

n=«+l

COS 7Wr(c + X)

VnX x V\.,
\+l*

^i cosn7r(c-f a;)   l/X>+1

«=.+i Vn l/X
<

Vh
(0<x^x„).

By the use of the other inequalities in (62) and Abel's lemma, we can obtain

inequalities analogous to (63) for each of the sums

cos n7r(c — x) ^i sin mr(c + x) ^í sin fwr(c — x)

■=»+i       Vn\x «=.+i       Vn\x »=.+i       Vn\x

Combining these inequalities and (63), and taking note of the fact that (61) is

another way of writing the first term in (59), we obtain

(64)
cos ntrc cos (n-rrx + qx — a)

n=j+i Vn\x

4»
<-/= (OO^x,).

Vk

Since (59) is another way of writing the general term of the first series on

the right hand side of (58), we have from (60), (64), and (59)

(65) A Z
fi=i+i

cos nirc cos (XBa; — a)

Vn\x
<

Vk
= 67.7/    (0<xSs%).

We consider next the series that forms the second term on the right hand

side of (58).    If we set

/fifi\ ^cosrrrc
(66) e„ = - 2-

we have for this series *

(67)

•tí cos íwrc   ^(XBaj)

Ä~vT ' (\«0»== ~e,+1 (\+l*)«

Vr

v (+(\*)_n\+lx)\-
+n=r+A(M)r   (\+t*)»/-

But from the Law of the Mean

(68)

(M)»       (\+t«>
+ «:+1 T *»+l

(\*)»     (*.«*)• fi** 2fís»
(*H<f«<a»+i).

hCf. equation (26) of the author's article in these Transactions, vol. 8 (1907), p. 299.
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Moreover, in view of (47), (18), and (55), we have

(69)

and

(70)

J5i AM*1 ^ Ci*».Sí, »*     C1*» J.   *»     #•(«)»Xe?x 2Ä1

2i 7r,iV*       2lff'.iVr*

tf*[(« +

&    fí««

l)x]i v  «  )<

tí M*' < C'a» eí«*"^ Caí J.   *»

Ci(X,+1x)*^   C»**

dx

(*>o),

<
2üT.

<
2lJ21#i

3Cí(sx)J^  3(7i)fc*
From (66) and (52) we have

(Ti) ki*i
Combining (67) with (68), (69), (70), (71), and (47), we obtain

(72)
^   COSTMTC   ^r(Xnx)

<

2tjr«(8Gg,J! + 2JK1iV7) + e^c»

l„=.ii    Vn   ' (\a)»

From (58), (65), and (72) we have

(73) |£,|<(C. + C.)l

which, combined with (56) and (57), gives

Sdki

(*>0).

(n2»)'

(*>o).

(0<*£*),

(74)
îi cosn7rct/„(X)ix)

<(1+CI + C,)!» = 8 (0<zrS*.).

By a discussion precisely analogous to that of ßl in Case (.4), we get for

Case (B)

(75)
^=ï cos ra7rc«7",   XBx)

»=,! |/ra
V<* (0<z^*o),

and by a discussion precisely analogous to that of i?2 in Case (A), we get for

Case(C)

ï; cosra7rct7l,(Xiix)|

(76)
|/ra

:(CI + c,h<* «><*£%)•

Combining (74), (75), and (76), we see that the series whose general term is

the first expression in (51) converges uniformly for all values of x lying in the

interval 0 < x = x0. Since the series is also convergent for x = 0, it follows

that it is uniformly convergent in the interval 0 = x = x0. As we have pointed

out before, the discussion of the series whose general term is the second expres-

sion in (51), is entirely analogous, and hence our lemma is to be regarded as

completely established.
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Lemma 3.    If the quantity (48) is written in the form

,                       cosra7r(ic + c)     . ^sinmr/as+c)
cos {g^x+c)—w}-5--sin {q(x+c)—VTr} —

(77)
2Virx

n

sin nirix — c)       . cos nirix — c)
+ cos q[x — c)-f- sin g>(a; — c)

n IV        ' n

+ ••(«0»
i)n(a;) wiW 5e <Ae general term of a series that is uniformly convergent in any

interval

(78) 0 < xt ̂  x ^ 1.

By means of (46), (48) reduces to the form

A

r                     2v + 3   1       /          2i> + 1\
cos   ( nir -f g- ) c-.— 7r   cos I Xna;--r— it 1

Vnk x
(79) r, 2i> + 3    ~|

cos    (ri7r + ?)c-^—7T   i^(Xna3)

+ —L-=-J-
Vn(\xf

The second term of (79) is obviously the general term of a series that is uni-

formly convergent in the interval (78); if then, by subtracting from the first

term a number of quantities that have the same property, we can reduce it to an

expression which is equal to the first term in (77), our lemma will be established.

From (44) we see that the first term in (79) can be written in the form

n        x     2*> + 3  n    r 2» + i i
(mr+ q)c-^—tt    cos    (wtt + q)x-^—■fl-eos

A
V nX x

(80)
cos

+ A-

r 2^ + 3 i
^(mr +q)c-j— ttJ yft(x, XJ

n v nXnx

Since the second term of (80) is obviously the general term of a series that is

uniformly convergent in the interval (78), it only remains to consider the first

term.    By means of (42) it can be reduced to the form

\t       ,    s       2" + 3   1       \,       ,    n        2v+1   1cos I ( nir + q ) c--¡-— w   cos    ( mr -f q ) x--.— ir I

r                        2k+ 3    "I      .
cos    ( nir + q ) c-j— 7r I ̂ r, ( n )

n^Vnx
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Here again the second term is obviously the general term of a series that is uni-

formly convergent in the interval (78) ; if we can show further that the first term

is equal to the first term of (77), our lemma will be proved.

By means of a well known trigonometric formula the first term of (81) may

be reduced to the form

cos [(wtt + q)(x + c) — (v+ 1)tt] -f cos   (rnr + q)(x — e)+ ^

= -A

2nV"irx

cos [(nir + q)(x -}- c) — vtr~\ + sin (mr -{- q)(x —c)

(82) 2nVi

.   .       .           cosmr(x+c)      .                            sin nir(x+c)
cos I q(x -\-c)—vir}-sin {q(x -f c) — vtt }-■

smnirix — c)       .      . cos mr(x — c)
+ cos q ( x — c )-s- -f sin q ( x — c )-

v n j. \ / n

The right hand side of (82) is identical with the first term of (77), and conse-

quently our lemma is completely established.

Lemma 4. The quantity (48) is the general term of a series for which the

sum of the first n terms remains finite for all values of n and all values of

x tying in the interval 0 = x = 1.

That the sum of the first n terms of this series remains finite for all values

of n and all values of x lying in the interval 0 =rx= x0 <.c, is an immediate

consequence of Lemma 2. It remains to be shown that this sum remains finite

for all values of n and all values of x lying in the interval (78).

We know from Lemma 3 that when the expression (48) is written in the form

(77), vn(x) is the general term of a series that is uniformly convergent in the

interval (78) and for which therefore the sum of the first n terms remains finite

for all values of n and all values of x in the interval (78). It only remains to

be shown then that the first term of (77) is the general term of a series for

which the sum of the first n terms remains finite for all values of n and all

values of x lying in the interval (78). We will prove this by showing that each

term of the quantity in brackets in (77) is the general term of such a series.

The series

(83) ¿™;P
n=l "

is the Fourier's development of the periodic function

*(»)-~j- 0<2<2tt,

<f>(3 + 2tt) = <f>(z) Z 4= 0,  ±2tT,  ± 47T,   ...
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and consequently, from a well known property of the Fourier's developments,

the sum of the first n terms of this series remains finite for all values of n and

all values of z. Hence the series whose general terms are the second and third

terms of the expression in brackets in (77) have the property we desire to estab-

lish, and it only remains to examine the series whose general terms are the

first and fourth terms of this expression.

If we represent by s„(z) the sum of the first ra terms of the series

(84) r0^,
»=i    n

we have * for sin (z/2) 4= 0

z     "A"1 / 1 1     \  .   2m + 1        1.2« + 1"Sir1 / 1 1     \  .   2m + 1        1

,Áz)mm     ^£U-«rríJ8,n-2-z + ra
— sin s -f-   2-   l-rï )sm —o— z + - sm —ö— z

2       fr,   V m     m +1 / ¿ n ¿

2sm2

Consequently

(85) |«.(0 I <-i-Ti-: 2.    z
sm2

.   z
sins

and hence we have for the sum of the first ra terms of the series whose general

term is the fourth term of the expression in brackets in (77)

\s(x)\- \«in9.(x-c)\

It follows from the last inequality that the sum of the first ra terms of this

series remains finite for all values of ra and all values of x lying in the interval

(78).
We have finally to consider the series whose general term is the first term of

the expression in brackets in (77). In view of (85) we have for the first n

terms of this series

(86) k(8)|<l^lf + c)-^}l.
v    ' i »\   /1 |Sln i^x + c)\

In order to assure ourselves that sn(x) remains finite for all values of ra and

all values of x lying in the interval (78) we must examine the values that q

may take on.    We havef

■""     2* + 1 , 2v + 1
(87) ?=2 + —4—7r + *i7r    or    ? = —4—,"" + «2'r»

* Cf. the writer's paper, these Transactions, vol. 10 (1909), p. 406, equation (66).

t Loo. oit., p. 415.    The a in these values of q was used, for the sake of simplicity, in place of

the quantity ( 2v -)- 1 )jt/4 .
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where k¡ and k2 are positive or negative integers or zero. Consequently, even

for c = 1, the expression on the right hand side of (86) remains finite for all

values of x lying in the interval (78), and hence the same is true of sn(x).

We have now shown that each term of (he expression in brackets in (77) is

the general term of a series for which the sum of the first n terms remains

finite for all values of n and all values of x in the interval (78). Hence the

whole first term of (77) is the general term of such a series and our lemma is

proved.

Lemma 5. The expression (48) is, for the case c < 1, the general term of a

series that is uniformly convergent in any interval

(88) c < as, S x ^ 1 ;

for the case c = 1, tí is the general term of a series that is uniformly conver-

gent in any interval

(89) 0 < x, S x =i 1,

provided the I of equation (2) is not zero.

Let us consider first the case where c < 1. We know from Lemma 3 that

when (48) is written in the form (77), vn(x) is the general term of a series that

is uniformly convergent in the interval (88). It remains to be shown that the

first term of (77) is also the general term of a series that is uniformly convergent

in this interval.

The series

Jí, sin nz J^ cos nz

n

converge uniformly * throughout the interval

where 8, and 82 are fixed positive quantities, which may be taken as small as we

please. Hence each term of the quantity in brackets in (77) is the general term

of a series that is uniformly convergent in the interval (88). Therefore the

whole first »term is the general term of such a series, and our lemma is proved

for the case where c < 1.

We turn now to the case c = 1, I 4= 0. As in the previous case, we may, by

the use of Lemma 3, reduce the proof of our lemma to the proof of the fact

that the first term of (77) is the general term of a series that is uniformly con-

vergent in the interval in question. We will now establish this fact by show-

ing that for the values that c and I have in the case we are considering, this

term is identically zero.    Thus our lemma will be completely proved.

*Cf. BÔCHBR, loo. oit., p. ill.
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Since the I of equation (2) is not zero, we have for q [cf. the footnote to (87)]

2v +1
(90) q = kiir + -?-Tr.

t
Moreover, we saw in the course of the proof of Lemma 3 that the first term in

(81) was identical with the first term in (77). If we substitute in the first term

of (81) the value c = 1 and the value of q given by (90), we find that the first

factor in the numerator of this term vanishes identically. Hence the first term

of (77) vanishes for the values of I and c in question and, as pointed out before,

our lemma is proved.

Lemma 6.    The expression

(91) l JAK*)*
n

where v > 0, is the general term of a series for which the sum of the first ra

terms remains finite for all values of n and all values ofx lying in the interval

(92) 0 ë x ^ 1.

The theorem is obvious for x = 0, since all the terms of the series vanish in

that case.    Hence it only remains to establish it for the interval

(93) 0 < x ^ 1.

Let a, and a2 be the smallest positive roots of

and Jv(x) respectively, and let k be the smaller of the two quantities or,, a2.

Now choose a positive integer q such that X > k and

(95) ^±-l<2 (»S?).

From (15) we have

(96) K(\.*)l<¿<

where N is a positive constant.    Hence for values of x lying in the interval

(97) ^*S1,

the series whose general term is (91) is uniformly convergent, and consequently

the sum of the first ra terms of this series remains finite for all values of n and

all values of x lying in this interval.    If we can show further that the sum of
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the first » terms of the series remains finite for all values of n and all values of

x lying in the interval

(98) 0<x<^,

our lemma will be completely established.

Let us consider, then, any value of x lying in the interval (98), and let p be

the largest positive integer such that X^x < k.    There will be two cases

(A)   p^n,        (B)   p>n.

Consider first Case (.4.) and let us write

m=n J ( X   X^        m-p-l        m=n
(99) ^ <M^xj = £  +^ = Si + s^

m=l m m=l m=p

We have from (96)

(loo) |A!|<Ex-g<-èExi(^-v1)-

where y is the lower limit of the distances between two successive positive roots

of equation (2).* But since X x < k for values of x in the interval (98), and

since p is the greatest integer such that X x < k, it follows that p = q, and we

have from (95)

(loi) Siix.-^xf *<   «_-   «   ^<  »

Combining (100) and (101), we obtain, since Xp+1x = k,

„nns ,«,        JV"-2»        2*iV / k\

yVXp+lx    yVk V ^

The discussion  of  #,  is  slightly different  in  the  two  cases  v > 1   and

0 < v = 1.    Consider first the case v > 1.    We have

(103)        A,= 2-     x „.   « = - 2-     x „   (Vn - K)x-
m=l KmX 7   m=l Kmx

But since, for i>> 1, the function Jy(y)/y is positive and steadily increases in

the interval 0 < y < k, where k has the same meaning as above, we have

m=l m*' Jo y j0        y

Combining (103) and (104), we obtain

(105) 0<Sx<1-£^Mdy (v>l;0<*<*).

* That such a lower limit exists and is different from zero is easily inferred from the fact that

the limit of the distance between the nth and the ( n -j 1 )th roots of (2) exists and is equal to it.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 14
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Taking up next the case 0 < v = 1, we have

(l06)      *" S -Ki~x<% 5 T^(X"~Vl)ï'

where we have set X0 = 0 for the sake of uniformity, and have used 7, to repre-

sent the smaller of the two quantities 7 and \. But since, for 0 < v = 1, the

function Jv(y)fy is positive and steadily decreases in the interval 0 < y < k,

where k has the same meaning as above, we have

and hence, combining (107) with (106),

(108) o<Ä1<ijTi^%       (o<v2Él;0<*<£).

From (105) and (108) we have

(109) 0<Sl<K (v>0;0<1<^)>

where K is a positive constant.    Combining (99), (102), and (109), we obtain

2W
(110)

y^(^s)

m—1 m

<*+3í (•<■<*)•
yVk

and hence in Case (.4) the sum of the first ra terms of the series whose general

term is (91) remains finite for all values of ra and all values of x in the interval

(98). The treatment of Case (B) is entirely analogous to the treatment of Sx

in Case (.4), and consequently we may infer that the sum of the first ra terms of

the series remains finite for all values of ra and all values of x in the interval

(98).    Hence, as was pointed out before, our lemma is proved.

Theorem I.    If f(x) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, the series (6)

will,provided v = 0 orf(Q) = 0, converge uniformly tof(x) throughout any

interval

(111) 0Sx^x0<Cl,

where ct is the smallest value of x for which f(x) has a discontinuity ; pro-

vided the I of equation (7) is not zero or f(l) is zero, it will converge

uniformly <o/(x) throughout any interval

(112) %<«ii«sil

where ck is the largest value of x for which f(x) has a discontinuity ; finally\

the sum of ra terms of the series will remain finite for all values of ra and all

values of x lying in the interval

(113) OSxSl.
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In view of Lemma 1, the general term of the series (1), and hence the general

term of the series (6),* may be written in the form

T                        2*+ 3   I
„^       cos\ (nir + q)cm-j— ir \

T,Mm-^--JJÁ\x)
m=l V«

cos   ( nir + q )-.— it I

+ jf/(l)_L_ -AjÁKs
Mn

(114)

H

where the M'a and K are constants, the c's are points of discontinuity of f(x),

and rn is the general term of an absolutely convergent series.

If either v = 0 ory(0) = 0, the third term in (114) drops ont, and it only

remains to consider the other three terms. Since the Bessel function of any

order remains finite for all values of the argument, it is obvious that the last term

in (114) is the general term of a series that is uniformly convergent in the inter-

val (111). It follows from Lemma 2 that the first and second terms of (114) are

also the general terms of series that are uniformly convergent in this interval.

Hence the whole expression (114) is the general term of such a series, and since

(114) is only another way of writing the general term of (6), it follows that (6)

is uniformly convergent in the interval (HI). Since this is the case and since

the terms of (6) are continuous in this interval, it must define there a continuous

function of x, x(x). However, for values of x lying in the interval 0 <x=x0,

(6) converges toy"(x),f i. e.,

%(»)-/( *) (0<x^x0).

Both sides of the last equation have a limit as x approaches zero.    Equating

these limits, we get

X(0)=/(0).

Hence (1) converges uniformly to_/(x) throughout the interval (111), pro-

vided i/ = 0ory(0) = 0, and the first part of our theorem is proved.

We wish next to show that, provided the I of equation (7) is not zero, or

/"(l) is zero, the series (6) will converge uniformly to f(x) throughout the

interval (112).

Consider first the case / 4= 0. We saw in the previous discussion that the

general term of (6) could be written in the form (114).    It is obvious that the

* In the special case where (4) holds, (114) is the (n -(- l)th term of (6), but that of course

makes do difference in a discussion of convergence.

t This, as we have stated earlier in this paper, has been established in previous discussions of

the series (6).   Cf. the artioles by Dim, Knksek, and Hobson quoted above.
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third and fourth terms of (114) are the general terms of series that are uni-

formly convergent in the interval (112) ; it follows from Lemma 5 that the first

term of (114) and, since the I of equation (7) is not zero, the second term of

(114) are the general terms of series that are uniformly convergent in this

interval. Hence the whole expression, (114) is the general term of such a series,

and since (114) is only another way of writing the general term of (6), it fol-

lows that (6) is uniformly convergent in the interval (112), provided the I of

equation (7) is not zero.

Considering next the case oîf(\ ) = 0, we see that the second term of (114)

is zero for this case, and is therefore the general term of a series that is uni-

formly convergent in the interval (112), whether the I of equation (7) is or is

not zero. Hence, in this case also, (6) is uniformly convergent in the interval

(112).
That the series (6) has the value f(x) in this interval, under the conditions

prescribed, was proved by Hobson in the paper already quoted.

We come finally to the proof of the third part of our theorem, namely that

the sum of ra terms of the series (6) remains finite for all values of ra and all

values of x lying in the interval (113). Since rn is the general term of an abso-

lutely convergent series, the fourth term of (114) is obviously the general term

of a series that is absolutely and uniformly convergent in the interval (113),

and for which therefore the sum of ra terms remains finite for all values of ra and

all values of x lying in this interval. It follows at once from Lemma 4 that

the first and second terms of (114) are also the general terms of such series, and

from Lemma 6 that the third term is the general term of such a series. Hence

the whole expression (114), or its equivalent the general term of (6), is the gen-

eral term of such a series.

Our theorem is, therefore, completely established.

The preceding theorem establishes the uniform convergence of the series (6)

toy(x) throughout the interval (111) only when v= 0 or/"(0) = 0. That

(6) could not possibly converge uniformly to f(x) in the interval (111) in case

neither of these restrictions was fulfilled is easy to see, since when v > 0 the

value of (6) for x = 0 is always zero. However, in the case i> > 0, y( 0 ) =J= 0,

it is possible to obtain a development off(x) that is uniformly convergent in

the interval (111), in the form of a constant term plu\a series of the type (6).

To do this, we have only to develop the function çS(x) =y(x) — f(0) in a

series of the form (6), and precede this development by the constant term^O).

The reasoning in Theorem I is also immediately applicable to proving that

under the given conditions on f(x) the series (6) will converge uniformly in

any closed sub-interval of 0 < x < 1 that does not include a point of discon-

tinuity of f (x).    This uniform convergence has been previously established,*

* By Kneser for developments in terms of J0 ; by Hobson for developments in terms of

Jv ( "=0 ).    Cf. the references given above.
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but it seems worth while to point out the fact that it can be obtained indepen-

dently from the results of the present paper.

Theorem II.    Iff{ x ) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1, the series

(115) A1e-^F0(\,x) + A2e-*FQ(\2,x)+ •••,

where the A's are the coefficients of the series (6) for the case v = 0, and the

X's are the roots, positive or zero, of equation (7) arranged in increasing order

of magnitude, will converge absolutely in the region

<»«) (°:>f>
its value m(z, x) will be continuous there, will approach f(x) as we approach

any point of the interval 0 = x < 1 lying on the line z = 0, at which f{x) is

continuous, will approach /"( 1 ) as we approach the point x = 1, z = 0, if the

I of equation (7) is not zero and f(x) is continuous at x = 1, and finally will

remain finite when we approach any point of the interval 0 = x = 1 lying on

the line z — 0.

We obtain at once from the definition of An and Lemma 1

\An\=\A'n\<Kl (» = 1,2,    •).

where ÜT, is a positive constant. Then since F0(\, x) remains finite for all

values of x and X, we have for the general term of (115), if we make use of (18),

xl     K.\FJ\,x)\      K K K
\Ane-^FoiK,x)\<    ■'   ¿,"    ;J<e^<(x^?<^z>-   (2=*«>0)'

where iTis a positive constant. Hence (115) converges absolutely and uniformly

for all values of x and z lying in the region

/O^x^l\
<m> U*>o)-
Since also its terms are continuous in this region, it represents a function that is

continuous there or, since z0 may be taken as any constant > 0, is continuous in

the region (116).

At any point of the interval 0 =x < 1 at which f(x) is continuous, and at

the point x = 1 when the I of equation (7) is not zero and f(x) is continuous

there, the series (6) converges to f(x). Hence, for values of x in the interval

0 =x < 1 at whichy(x) is continuous, and for x = 1 in the case I 4= 0 and/(x)

is continuous atx = l,w(z,x) will approach /(x) as z approaches + 0, since

the convergence factors
p—Ai*      p—\iz       . . .
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satisfy the conditions of a theorem due to Bromwich. * Furthermore, (6) converges

uniformly to/(x) throughout any closed interval, in whichy(x) is continuous,

that lies in the interval 0 = x = 1 and does not include the point x = 1 for the

case where the I of equation (7) is zero. Consequently u(z, x) will approach

f(x) uniformly for all values of x lying in such an interval as z approaches

+ 0, as can be shown by a slight modification of the reasoning in Bromwich's

theorem. Hence u(z, x) will approach f(x) as we approach any point of the

interval 0 3=x = 1 lying on the line z = 0 at which f(x) is continuous, f along

any path lying in the region (116).

It remains finally to be shown that u(z, x) remains finite as we approach any

point of the interval 0 = x = 1 lying on the line z = 0.

If we represent by s,(x) the sum of the first n terms of the series (6), we

may write the series (115) in the form

(118) è[«B(^)-«n_i(«')]«-À"%
■=1

where for the sake of uniformity we have taken «0 ( x ) = 0.    We know from

Theorem I that s„(x) remains finite for all values of n and all values of x

lying in the interval (113).    Consequently, since for z > 0

lim e-*"« = 0,
n=oo

the series obtained by dropping the parentheses in the series (118) is one for

which the limit of the general term is zero. Hence, since no parenthesis con-

tains more than a fixed number of terms, we may drop the parentheses without

changing the value of the series.    Rearranging the terms in such a manner that

♦Mathematische Annalen, vol. 65 (1908), p. 358.    Bromwich's conditions are

«>o,
lim n*D« = 0

71—ao

lim »„ = 1,
o=+0

where u and v are two integers, r,, e,, »s, • • ■ are the convergence factors, A*+ > t>» represents their

( A + 1 )th differences, and K is a positive constant. When the convergence factors are intro-

duced into a convergent series, as in the present instance, the k of this theorem must be taken

equal to zero.

A simple proof of the special case here dealt with of Bromwich's theorem can be" obtained

from the expression (119), which is equal to the series (115), by throwing it into the form

/(x)e-*i»+   S   £„( x )[«-*.= — e-W],
M=l

where

'„(*)=«„(*)-/(*)•

f We must exoept, of course, the point x = l for the case where the I of equation (7) is equal

to zero.
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no term is carried over more than a fixed number of terms and reinserting

parentheses does not change the value of the series, and hence (118) may be

written in the form

(119) ¿aB(x)[e-*"«-e-A«««].
n=l

But since

\sh(x)\<M (» = l,2,---;0=|x<l),

where M is a positive constant, we have, in view of the fact that (119) converges

to w(z, x),

|«(z, x)|S¿ |«.(as)| • [«-*•» - e-w] <M¿ [«-»* - «-»-»] = Me~*,
n=l n=l

and consequently u(z,x) remains finite when we approach any point of the

interval 0 = x = 1 lying on the line z = 0.

Our theorem is, therefore, completely established.

A single example will show clearly the manner in which the above results can

be applied to problems in mathematical physics.    Let us consider the problem

of determining the steady flow of heat in a semi-infinite circular cylinder whose

base is kept at a temperature

v=f(r),

where r is the distance from the axis of the cylinder.

This problem reduces to the determination of a function v(r, z) which is

finite throughout the region z = 0, 0 = r = 1, and is continuous throughout this

region except when z = 0 and r has a value for which f(r) is discontinuous ;

which satisfies the equation

13/   dv\     d*v
+ ^=°

13/   dv\

*       ' rdr\   dr )
in the region

W (.<"<i>
and which also satisfies the conditions

(122) l-^ + hv = 0 (z>o,r = l)

and

(123) »-/(r) («=0).«

It can be shown easily that the function

(124) Ae-»F0(X, r),

where A is a constant and X is a root of equation (7), satisfies (120) and (122).

* Cf. Carslaw, Introduction to the Theory of Fourier's Series and Integrals, etc., Chap. XV, p. 321.
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It remains to construct from functions of the form (124) a continuous function

which will also satisfy (120) and (122) and in addition will approach the bound-

ary value f{r), where f(r) is continuous, and which will remain finite where

that is not the case.

Consider the series

(125) A.e-^'F^, r) + Aae-»F,(\, r) + ...,

where the X's are the roots, positive or zero, of equation (7), arranged in increas-

ing order of magnitude, and the .4's are the coefficients of the series (6) for

v = 0 corresponding to the given function f(r). It follows from Theorem II

that if /(■/■) satisfies the conditions imposed on/(x) in Lemma 1, this series

will converge in the region

w (.£«)
and define there a continuous function ra(r, z); that this function satisfies

(120) and (122) can be shown in a manner similar to that in which its con-

vergence and continuity were established. Finally it follows from Theorem II

that u(r, z) will approach f(r) when we approach a point on the line z = 0

at which f(r) is continuous,* and that it will remain finite when we approach

any other point of this line. Thus u(r, z) forms a complete solution of the

physical problem, j-

Thk University of Cincinnati,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

* We must except here the point r = l for the case in which the I of equation (7) is zero.

The necessity for this exception is now apparent from the physical point of view as well as the

mathematical one, for the case 2=0 corresponds to the case in which the convex surface of the

oylinder is kept at temperature zero, and hence we could not approach the temperature at the

oiroumference of the base of the oylinder as we approached this circumference along any path

exoept in the very special ease that this temperature was zero.

f In the discussion of other problems of mathematical physics that involve developments in

Bessel funotions of order zero, we may enoounter convergence factors slightly different from

those of Theorem II. However, in most cases the necessary modifications in Theorem II will be

only those of form, sinoe the convergence factors will satisfy the same general theorem that was

used in the proof of Theorem II.


